In Rage I (Rapl I)
Detective Kuneš has a problem once again: He’s lambasted the boyfriend of his ex-wife, and is threatened with dismissal from the police service. His high-ranking (female) boss has a solution for him: “removing” him on an internship in a back-of-beyond borderland region. But there’s a fly in the ointment. His real mission is to unravel the two-year old case of the murder of policewoman Wágnerová, the investigation of which has reached an impasse. But the crime rate in the borderlands is one of the highest in the whole country – involving smuggling, drug production, poaching, prostitution and murders. Kuneš has to deal with one difficult case after another, and it takes quite some time before he can start doing what he’s sent to do, and then he does it in fact by coincidence.
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In Rage II (Rapl II)
In the second season Major Kuneš remains the same original character with controversial views, just as we known him from the first season. The Jáchymov branch, which had long been a thorn in the side of the bureaucratic apparatus, is dissolved as part of restructuring, with Lieutenant Colonel Rohan being assigned with leading the crime unit in Ústí nad Labem. It doesn’t take long before he brings in all of “his” crime investigators. He promises them the moon, but even though he doesn’t live up to any of it, the old crew is back together. The main storyline is the highly active criminal Željko Čubrić, who keeps the crime team racking up overtime. In the case of Rohan there is still the unresolved motive of personal revenge, which complicates the whole case further.
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THE IN RAGE SERIES IS A FOLLOW-UP OF THE SERIES CIRCUS BUKOWSKY, IN WHICH THE UNCONVENTIONAL DETECTIVE KUNEŠ IS ONE OF THE CHIEF CHARACTERS AND THE CHIEF INVESTIGATOR”
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